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THEART OF ENGRAVED PRINT MAKING
There is a fascination held by many people for illustrated bool<s particularly those cbnnining engraved plates (or prints)
whichwereprintedduring the eighteenth andnineteenthcenturies. Somecollect engravedprintsforframing andas aresult,
several books have been destroyed so that their prints could be removed. The plates were engraved and printed by hand
and were very detailed, accurately depicting the subjects in their correct proportions. This article briefly describes the
processes involved in the production of engraved prints.

I-! NGRAVED PRINTS WERE PRODUCED for public. A market therefore ensued for the making of prints

fi illustrations in published accounts of voyages and fromtheoriginals.
I--l travels, expeditions of discovery, natural history,
some bibles, etc. and were often hand-coloured. Artists such as Turner saw the advantage of engraved prints

to promote and sell their work to the public at large. Original
The 18th and l.9th centuries were also times of great discov- works were therefore executed forthe ultimate production of
eries. Many expeditions were financed by institutions to engraved prints and colours were required to be translated
obtain scientific and geographical knowledge and were intotonalblacksandwhites.Engravingwasahighlyskilled
accompanied by scientists and naturalists, It was also the craftandwasmostlyexecutedbyotherthantheartisthimself
practice to have one or two artists present who would record which, more often than not, threatened to obscure the artist's
scenes and otherwonders in pe ncil, crayon or in watercolour original contribution!
and sometimes oils. The originals would be stored in the
archives of those institutions and except for the occasional Engravings showed two names at the bottom of the plate:
exhibition, were unavailable to the general those of the original artist (Prlnf) and the engraver (Sculy').
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Engraved prints were printed by the 'intaglio'method where
the paper received the ink from lines incise d on a metal plate
rather than from the surface of the plate. It is therefore the
opposite of 'relief printing (such as woodcuts) where the
areas to be printed were those which had not been cut away
from the block. The processes in engraved print making
involved the following:

TRANSI*ATING TTM DESIGN
To translate the design onto the plate, an accurate tracing or
copy of the watercolour or oil was made by the engraver. In
most cases, the tracing was squared down to give a reduced
scale to that of the original so that the image would fit onto the
requiredbookorpapersize. The tracingwas thenreversed and
placed onto the metal plate so that, when printed, the print
would be of the same orientation as the original.

T}IEPI."ATES
Engravings were performed on copper plates until the early
1820s when steel plates were used. Although steel was a
much harder material for the engraver to work on compared
to the much softe r copper plates, a greater number of really
fine impressions could be taken off as the harder steel plates
had a far better durability. The softer copper would wear
much more quicklywhich requiredfrequent reworkingby the
engraver.

Steel plates were also adopted by Jacob Perkins in 1819 as
this material could yield a greater and a more delicate line-
engraving quality necessary for bank note printing which
also proved to be ideal for book illustration. By the 1830s,
steel plates were used extensively for most engraving work
for both small and large sized subjects.

m.lGRAlING
The engraving itself was the most skilled operation but it was
very laborious work, the difficulty being in the translation of
the coloured tones into lines. Although the term 'engraving'
is generally used to describe the intaglio process, it specif-
ically refers to the method of incising the lines onto the metal
plate usinga'burin'or'graver'. These were sharp tools which
the engraver used to make a series of V-shaped lines by
pushing them away from him along the surface of the plate.
A burnisher was also used in conjunction to rub down
certain areas on the plate in order to lighten those areas or
to remove unwanted lines. Faults could be corrected by
beating out the area in question on the reverse side of the
plate and then reworking them.

E-TCHING
Etching was an another method of engraving. The plate was
first covered with a hot layer of 'ground'which comprised a

mixture of waxes, gums and resins then allowed to cool and
harden. The design was cut with a fine point, the 'etcher's
needle', into the ground to expose the metal beneath, then
dipped in acid which bit into the metal on the lines so
exposed. A measure of control could be exercised in the
etching process by 'stopping out' certain of the etched lines
with varnish to result in lighter or thinner lines while deeper
or thicker or darker lines were left in the acid for a longer
period. Quite often, plates were both engraved and etched:
the differences between the both types of line work being
difficult to distinguish.
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OTHERE'TCHINGMEIHODS
Soft-ground etching employed a mixture of ground and
tallow which does not harden on cooling as does ordinary
ground. The etcher drew the design on a piece ofthin paper
placed over the ground. On removal ofthe paper, the ground
adhered to the paper where the lines were pressed in with the
drawing instrument thus leavingthe metal exposed. This left
a granularline and was often used to imitate pencil and chalk
drawings.

Aquatint etchingwas used to imitate the tonal appearance
of watercolourwashes. The plate was coveredwith a ground
ofpowdered resin and fused to the surface by heat. The plate
was immersed in nitric acid which forms tiny rings around
each resin particle thus creating a system ofpits in the plate
which, when inked, gave an even area of tone. Gradations of
tone could be 'stopped out'with varnish; the deeper the tone
required, the longer the period of immersion in the acid.

Mezzotint was a tonal method of print making and, more
particularly, for portrait reproduction but differing from
aquatint by rendering strong contrasts of light and shade
thereby producing dense effects. The plate surface was
roughened by using a toothed 'rocker' throwing up tiny
points or burrs of metal to hold the ink during printing. Such
a plate would give an impression as an even velvety black
and the engraver would removed the burrs in those areas
with a scraper or burnisher to give the lightness of tone
required; by working from black to light, the white areas
occurring where the burr was completely removed.

TTMPRINTING
Upon completionof the engravedoretchedplate, the surface
was inked all over and wiped clean with a coarse muslin so
that only the ink remained in the lines or hollows. A damp
sheet of paper was placed over the plate and printed under
pressure in a press to force the paper into the grooves and
thus pull out the ink. The intaglio method of printing causes
wearing down of the metal plates as a result of the vigorous
wiping of the plates rather than the heavy pressure applied.
The resulting print bore a plate mark impressed into the paper
and is a distinguishing feature of all intaglio prints. Some
prints, however, were printed using a larger size plate so that,
when placed in a book, the plate mark was trimmed off.

Individual prints or 'impressions' appeared in a variety of
'states'which marked a distinct phase in the development of
the print, the earliest being known as 'proof stages, a term
referring to impressions taken before publication. Certain
'stages' can be detected which refer to'touches' or'retouch-
ing'done by the engraver on the plates to correct wearing and
other faults which occurred during the printing.

Printing was done on a variety ofpaper types chosen for their
suitability for picking up the fine line details from the plate;
some papers being of a thin, strong wove type and others of
a very thick wove type. Printed plates were tipped-in books
with paste or hot glue in accordance with the "directions
issued to the binder" which were printed ona separate page
but, more often than not, plates were alltipped-in together
behind the title page and preliminaries
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EARLY SYDNEY BOOKBINDERS
Tlre Sydney Post Office Directory of 1857 lists the names and addresses of several professional and trades people and,

included among them, Bookbinders. Also included, are Printers, Booksellers and Stationers which may have had some
association with bookbinding, but this is not certain. The NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders would be most interested to
learn from anyone if research about early Australian bookbinders has ever been done so that the heritage of this craft may
be preserved. Although Post Office Directories should be available for other places and years, biographical details about
even some of the personnel engaged in bookbinding would indeed be a real bonus.

BOOIGINDERS
Conybere, James
Dengate, Thomas
Edwards, Thomas
Goodwin,John
Harwood, Charles
Kern, Charles
lre, George
Muspratt,Eliza
Roberts,William
Sapsford, N
Waugh & Cox
Yarrington, Frederick

Andrews, John
Baker,William
Bancroft, Henry
Clarke, J R
Cook,J
Dalton, Michael
Dolman,William
Douglas, S Henry
Harrison, GeorgeD
Hill,George

Kern, Charles
Lawrence,Thomas
Lindsey, Richard
Lusty, Thomas
Mackay, Robert
Mader,Frederick
Moffit,William
Moore, Jeremiah
Muspratt, Eliza
Paisey & Fryer

Reading & Wellbank
Ross, W L
Ross Brothers
Sands & Kenny
Sandon, C T
Sheriff, J
Smith&Gardiner
Spruson, Joseph
Waugh & Cox

Brooks, J W
Waugh & Cox

Addison, George
Ashton, Charles

304 George Street
89 Goulburn Street
L2Pitt Street
2 King Street
6L Stanley Street
80 Hunter Street
3 Campbell Place, Riley St
35WilliamStreet
17 & 19 Little Goulburn St
76 Clarence Street
111 George Street
23 Chippen Street

l62PittStreet
50 Parramatta Street
40 Parramatta Street
205 George Street
403 George Street
24WilliamStreet
21 Market Street
MarketWharf
569 George Street
26 Hoskin's Place

80 Hunter Street
19 Forbes Street
17 Elizabeth Street
443 George Street
180 Elizabeth Street
L74 George Street
80 Pitt Street
393 &395 George Street
35WilliamStreet
322 George Street

11 Bridge Street
26 Hunter Street
Shed C, Market, George St
231. George Street
171 George Street
4 Judge Street
95 Pitt Street
5 George Street
111 George Street

Empire General Steam Printing Office

Ban,Robert
Bethel, George
Biles, John
Byers & Mason
Cane, Thomas
Carruthers, Hugh
Cunninghame, Francis
Cook, Joseph
Degotardi, George

Ford, Edward
Foster, Mark
Goddard, Charles
Grogan, Charles
Hannington, O L
Homblower,William
Ironsides, Frederick
Isaacs, Benjamin
Jervis, Henry C
Kay, Charles
Kirkpatrick, Hugh
I-ord, John
McKelly,John
Musto, Shidwick
Newman,William
Reading & Wellbank
Robinson, Alexander
Sandoe, Francis
Sandoe, John
Sise,William
Smith&Gardiner
Smith,Robert
Stokes, Frederick M
Sutton, John
Thomas, D A
Tickle & Ross
Walsh,William
Welch,DL
Yarnton, John

TYorkStreet
L2CrownStreet
90PhillipStreet
116 Castlereagh Street
58 KingStreet
L8 Brougham Street
44 King Street
219 George Street
20YorkStreet

67 Hunter Street
13 Mary Street
10 Wilton Lane
32 Pitt Street
150 Sussex Street
30 King Street
52 Yurong Street
1.44 Palmer Street
l2l PhillipStreet
28 Pitt Street
5 Union Street
20 Morrison Street
2Bourke Street
l00PalmerStreet
23 Hosking's Place
19 Judge Street
L 1 Bridge Street
41 Crown Street
41 YorkStreet
22 Duke Street
103 William Street
95 Pitt Street
3 Malcomes Lane
8 King Street
l80CrownStreet
l62PalmerStreet
Market Street
24 King Street
6 Barrack Street
Buckingham Street

BOOKSELT ERS and STATIONERS

Hutchinson, Matthew L Bathurst Street

Piddington, William R L85 George Street

PAPERRULERS.MACHINE

(Continued from Page 10,)
or at the rear of the book. The ink of the printed plate would
often 'offset'onto the adjacent page and a sheet oftissue was
therefore tipped-on the plate to reduce offsetting. Many of
the papers employed for the printed plates would in time
become severely stained or 'foxed' due to paper acidity.
Foxing may be removed by washing and neutralising the
paper pH but the retipping of plates in accordance with the
"directions issued to the binder" is a decision left for the
individual. For further reading, see

Lyles, Anne and Perkins, D iane:C olour I nto L ine ; Turn-
er and the Art of Engraving. The Tate Gallery, [.ondon,
1989.

12 Hosking's Place
111 George Street

PRINTERS
22 Cooper Street
18 King Street
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LA RELIURE BRADEL
Sabine Pi6rard of the NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders undertook an apprenticeship with Miss Jacqueline le Honnier in
Nancy (France) in the 1970s. She then practised bookbinding for pleasure while pursuing her teaching career. Sabine
arrived in Australia in 1993 for a visit. She was employed at D S Murray Pty Ltd from September 1995 to October 1997
and is presently in her own business specialising in restoration.

TTIHE BRADEL METHOD OF BOOKBINDING
I which originated in Germany was introduced to

I France by Alexis Piene Bradel betrvee n l7 7 2 and 1809,
being around the time of the French Revolution. Because the
Bradel style was found not only to be stronger, it was also
much cheaper and became widely adopted as a temporary
binding till owners of books could afford full leather bind-
ings. There are currently two types of Bradel binding in
France:
1. La Reliure Bradel (The Bradel Binding) which is a

deluxe binding in full leather or in vellum, and
2. Le Cartonnage Bradelwhich is more common and can

be likened to 'case binding'.

CTIARACTERISTICS OF A CARTONNAGE
BRADEL
' Sewing on tapes

' French groove along the spine

' The bonnet

' Easier opening of the book
' Strong binding.

METHOD
1. Preparation

Take a book in sheets or a book which requires rebinding.
Press the book sections or sheets for at least 24 hours and
then gather and collate the pages in their pagination order.

2. Endpapers
You will need to make-up the endpapers for each of the front
and back of the book. Take -

' Two folded papers for each endpaper (i.e. four folded
papers): choose a paper that matches as closely as

possible the book in colour (or white), weight and
texture and to the same size as the book sections. For
each endpaper, place one folded sheet inside the
other, so that you will have two pairs of endpapers,
each consisting of two folded sheets.

' One folded plain, marbled, decorative or figuredpaper:
choose a paper that harmonises with the future
covering of the book.

Paste the decorative or marbled paper to the top of the inside
folded (white) paper to the mark shown in Figure 1.

The measuremenl
between this mark and

the edge of the fold
(splne) must be lhe same

as the board thickness
for the cover.

The measurementbetween this mark and the edge of the fold
of the folded paper (spine) must be the same as the thickness
of the boards proposed for the covers. Place to dry between
two pressing boards in the press. When dry, cut the folded
made-up endpapers to the same size as the book.

3. Sewing
Sew the sections on tapes in the usual manner but use a

thicker thread than normally used for a case binding. This will
give a well rounded spine necessary for a Bradel binding.
Sew on the endpapers as shown in Figure 2.

.--- First fold of white paper

-..Marbled 
paper

S-Pasle

Sewing

4. Guillotining

Second fcld of white paper

Figure 2

If necessary or desired, trim the book (together with the
endpapers). It is advisable to apply some paste on the spine
between the tapes and allow to dry prior to trimming so that
no relative movement occurs between sections during the
guillotining.

5. RoundingandBacking
Mark the depths of the joints on both sides of the book to
exactly the same thickness as the boards. Round the book in
the usual manner then back in the lying press to the joint
measurements.

6. LiningtheSpine
Cut a piece of mull (or jaconet) to overlap the spine of the
book by 25mm on each side and of length to cover the head
and tail kettle stitches. Glue the spine with PVA, place the
mull onto the glued spine and rub down firmly. Glue the tapes
and mull to the endpapers. When dry, re-back the book in
order to have perfect shoulders.

7. CuttingtheBoardstoSize
Cut the boards to the length of the book p/zs two board
thicknesses (for the squares) and to the width of the book,
from the joint to the foredge. (See Figure 3).

Wdth of board is
measured from
joint tc foredge

Board is moved one board
thickness to give the

correcl EUare at foredge

t2

I

I
I
I

r

Figure 1 Figure 3
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8. Headbands
Glue on the headbands at the head and tail with PVA; you
can use a ready made one or make them from paper, cloth or
leather.

9. Spine Linings
Glue two pieces of strong paper onto the spine with PVA

' One between the headbands, and

' The other along the whole length of the spine.

When dry, sand down very well and carefully.

10. MakingtheBonnet
Take a piece of strong paper or thin card (325gsm Manilla
board would be ideal) for the bonnet, paying attention to the
grain direction, and cut to the size equal to the length ofthe
boardandto thewidth a iittle more thanthatof the mull. Place

onto the spine and with your bone folder, form this pape r (or
card) to the exact shape of the spine and the joint, hence

fashioningthebonnet. (See Figure 4). The taskof fashioning
may be made easier if the paper (or card) is first humidified
or dampened.

Bonnet French groove
= thickness

of board

Front
board

Rear
board

Figure 4

11. FixingtheBoards
Mark on both sides of the bonnet the thickness of the boards
from the depth of the joints. GIue the boards to these marks
onto the bonnet with PVA. When dry, sand the 'step'
between the bonnet and the board. This step must disappe ar
completely.

12. Covering
Cut a piece of clothforthecoverplus 25mm all round forthe
turn-ins. Placing the cloth on a piece of waste paper, glue out
with PVA at least half of the cloth and lay one of the boards
onto the cloth allowing for the turn-ins. At this stage, it is
very important that the cloth be well rubbed into the French
groove. Glue out the rest of the cloth, press into the other
French groove, then place on the other board. Fold the turn-
ins. Place the book into the cover checking the positions of
the squares, and nip between two Bradel boards. (See Figure
s).

If you do not possess Bradel boards, place knitting needles
into each ofthe French grooves and place the book between
two pressing boards and nip in a press.
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Figure 6

Repeat for the other board. Insert release or wax paper

between the pasted down flyleaf and the adjacent marbled
endpaper and press the book between the Bradel boards.

Using waste paper between the marbled papers, paste out
the marbled paper and close the book. Repeat for the other
side of the book. Insert release pape r between the marbled
papers, press the book between the Bradel boards and allow
to dry.

14. Titling and Decorating
Glue a title piece to the spine and decorate the book as

desired. Alternatively, if blocking a title onto the spine, this
should be done before pasting down the endpapers.

Sabine has offered to give a workshop demonstration of La
Reliure Cartonnage Bradel at some future time.

Figure 5

13. PastingtheEndpapers
Open one of the boards very carefully and markwith a bone

folder on the first flyleaf, the trace of the turn-ins all round.

Cut out the flyleaf along the trace with scissors and then

diagonally to the joint. Apply PVA to the mull and paste to

the flyleaf, then carefully close the book. Open to see and to

check if the gluing is perfect. (See Figure 6).

. Steps to be" sanded down

Bonnet i

lnside view

Back of the marbled
paper to be pasted

onto lhe board

l3

I

I

First flyleaf
glued as a 'filler'
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STICKY TAPE REMOVAL
Lfo* many of us have often come across an otherrvise
I Igood book only to discover that a previous orvner has

effected repairs with sticky tape? With such a variety of

sticky tapes now available, it is not uncommon to see that
besides the usual cellulose tape, there are'drafting'or'magic'
tape, packaging tape, electrical insulating tape and paper
tape that have all been used forbook repairs. The tape having
done its job well, cannot be removed without the book
suffering some consequent paper loss or other damage.

But, all is not lost! With a small brush, apply someDouble
"D 'ru eucalyptus oil on top of the tape and work some under
the edges of the tape. After a few moments, it should be
possible to commence removal of the tape using a sharpknife
or scalpel, applying more eucalyptus as youcontinue. When
the tape has been lifted, apply some more eucalyptus to the
taped area, allow a moment or two, and wipe off any residual
gum with a soft cloth. Allow the paper (or bookcloth) to dry
for several hours. Depending upon the tape used, most
traces can be completely removed.

HOWEVER, some tapes will leave ugly brown staining which
may require a solvent but a word of warning, some solvents
can be injurious to health and ought to be left alone. I have
been told that white spirit (dry cleaners spirit) and Dls-
solvexl\l can also achieve sticky tape removal.

JohnRNewland.
Birchgrove,NSW.

BOOKCLOTH RESTORATION
A method for restoring worn bookcloth covers

./Lparticularly those having rich gilt or black ornamenta-
tion is to use tinted leather spirit dyes. Spirit dyes when
applied to the bookcloth will penetrateTHROUGH any gilt
ornament and not merely cover it as does a vinyl based
colouring. Apply the spirit dye to a small area with a small
brush mopping up excess areas with an absorbent cloth.
Continue the application of spirit dye with the mopping up
till all the cover area has been completed. AIways interact the
new areas with the previously applied areas to avoid any'line'
marks. Allow to dry completely. Ensure that plenty of waste
paper has been insertedbetween the underside ofthe covers
and the outer surface areas of the text block (or other areas)
as leather spirit dyes aTeEXTREMELY PENETMTING.

Cloth-bound books not requiring leather dye treatment can
be rejuvenated to good effect by applying a smear of
S/rirresN rvhite shellac which can be obtained from a furni-
ture restoration supplier or some of the hardware stores.
Shake the container well, apply some on a soft cloth and rub
well in a circular motion on the book cover. You will be
surprised at the difference! However, do not overdo the
white shellac treatment because the covers may otherwise
acquire a 'tacky'feel and will require a brief rub with a slightly
moistened kitchen sponge and left to dry.

JohnRNewland.
Birchgrove,NSW.

HANDYHINTS

PASTEDOWNS
f t is often necessary to replace the endpapers in old books
Iby removing the old flyleaf, tipping on the new folded
endpaper and pasting the new pastedown over the old one.
If the old one was not put down accurately, this often results
in an annoying bit of it showing behind one edge at least of
the new one. At this stage, all you can do is to cut the old one
along the edge ofthe new one taking care not to cut the turn-
in, then use a wet cotton bud and blunt point to soften the
excess paper and scrape it off. I find an old blunt steak knife
is good for this, but it is still a tedious procedure.

It is better to plan ahead so that the mismatch does not occur.
The edge of the turn-in is usually obvious under the paste-
down, so cut the paper along this edge and remove all the
border which covers the turn-in. If the bookcloth is water-
proof, you may find the endpaper border has not stuck to it
and will just peel off, otherwise it is back to the wet cotton
bud and scraper. The remaining pastedown now acts a 'filler'
on the board so that when you put down the new paper, the
turn-in will be much less obvious.

Bubble in
old endpaper

Always remember, when using
old pastedowns, to flex the
board concave before replac-
ing on the book. If any parts of
the old paper are not adhering,
they will bulge up in a bubble.
T\ey must be pasted down
before applying the new paper,
otherwise an unsightly blister
will result. Make two cuts at

right angles for the full length
and width of the bubble, bend
the flaps back, paste them back

into position and rub down well. You may have to lightly
sand the cuts when they are quite dry.

If there are several non-adhering areas, this method would
be too time consuming, so tear off as much of the old paper
as possible making sure it includes all of the loose bits and
fill in the board between the turn-ins with a thickish piece of
paper. When it is quite dry, you may have to sand it down
lightly to make it quite flat before pasting down the new
endpaper.

Also be aware that the moisture from the paste may loosen
the old paper even if it appears to be adhering rvell.

JuneMcNicol.
Tarragindi,Qld.
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RESTORATION OF A 'SINGLE SHEET' BOOK
Jonathan Falk o/r}eNSW Guild of Craft Bookbindersand a retiredtown plannerltransport engineer, recently completed
three-year part-time Certiftcate Course in Book Restoration and one-year Attainment in Fine Bindings at the Sydney
Institute ofTechnology (TAFE). He describes the steps undertaken in the restoration of 1300 single-sheet binding French-
English dictionary which had a broken spine and many detached pages. Jonathan says that like so many features of the
modern age - cars, radios, TVs and even houses - the modern boolcs need as much restoration as the old ones.

The book was broken in several parts and comprised:
' BookmeasurementslTTmmheightxl06mmwidth.
' Single pages, i.e. no sections.

' Tightback, i.e. glued directly onto the spine.

' Adhesive paper covering, i.e. no cardboard covers.

' Recentpaperback(printed1988).

The treatment adopted following receipt of advice was:
1. Remove cover and endpapers.
2. Remove all glue from the pages on the spine.
3. Paper repairs to the affected pages.
4. Knock-up and press for 24 hours.
5. Thin glue with PVA on the spine and flapping the

pages.
6. Attach head and tail bands.

Sawn-in strings (cords),
frayed-out al ends

Jonathan Falk also reports that on a tour of NSW, he visited
the Harden-Murrumburrah Museum in southern NSW. The
Museum is located on the main highway (Albury Street) in
the Old School of Arts building in the Harden town centre
opposite the flour mill and is open on Saturdays and public
holidays (except Good Friday and Christmas Day) between
10.3Oam to 4.30pm and on Sundays between 2.00 to 4.30pm.
Admission: $2 adults.

The museum contains several exhibits obtained from the
local district such as the magnificient oak and brass island
barfrom Hardenrailwaystation, the interiorof the 1891- 1946
chemist shop and the 1875 blacksmith shop. Smaller items
include a book trimming plough with accompanying bench
press and a small leather splitting machine (made in

7. Make four shallow cuts at 90o with a tennon saw for
thick strings (cords).

8. Insert the strings and cut off 15mm outside the spine
(see diagram opposite).
Add the calico and paper spine linings.
Make up and attach the endpapers.
Fashion a new cloth cover with new boards.
Insert the book into the new covers, then attach the
frayed-out strings onto the insides of the boards with
PVA (see the diagram below). Insert sheets of release
orwax paper to prevent unwanted migration of adhe-

sive.

13. Press for 24 hours.
14. Paste down the endpapers onto the insides of the

covers.
15. Press the book, clean-up and polish.

USA) or as Jonathan terms it, a small leather plough, which
is sketched hereunder.

9.

10.

11.

t2.

$v
Y

vv
(i)(\

t\
f.-

DISPTAY OF BOOKBINDING TO OLS

wdlh
230mm Adjusting screws

Steel roller

Timber base

15

, Fiayed-out cords-\
glued onto inside of

boards prior to pasting

l*- 46 --*

and posls
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BOOK REVIEW
GREENFIELD, Jane: ABC of Bookbinding.A Unique Glossary with over T00Illustrationsfor Collectors.Published by
Oak Knoll Press, New Castle, Delaware andThe Lyons Press, New York, USA. 1998. Hard cover, cloth with dw, section sewn,
280x200mm;xii, 186pp;ISBN:0-884718-41-8. US retail$35.00(plusp&p). Thebookforthisreviewprovidedby OakKnollPress,
414 Delaware St, New CastleDEl9720 and is available in the NSW Guild's library.

TANE GREENFIELD is a highly respected teacher,

I bookbinder and noted professional in bookbinding
tf conservation. She taught bookbinding at Yale Univer-
sity for22 years. In 1973, she established the Conservation
Studio at the Yale University Library and remained as con-
servatorfor 10 years where she restored many priceless items
from Yale'sBeineckeRareBookandManuscript Library. She
has pioneered conservation techniques now widely used
and is author of the well known booksHeadbands - How to
Work Them; Books, Their Care and Repair; and Medieval
Binding Structure.

Her latest book ABC of Bookbinding makes a significant
contribution to the study and practice of the book arts and
provides an extremely useful guide to book collectors,
bookbinders, conservators, binding historians, bibliophiles,
librarians and antiquarian book dealers. This work is consid-
ered long overdue.

The size of the book is a little smaller than ISO A4. Being
section sewn and having the correct paper grain direction,
the book handles and opens out well, which is considered to
be a most necessary requirement for a reference text.

The book is essentially a thesaurus with several items of
terminology together with their definitions being illustrated
with hundreds of line drawings carefully prepared by Mrs
Greenfield to give even greater clarity and these are attrac-
tively placed throughout the text. The presentation oftext is
large enough to be comfortably legible and the accompany-
ing illustrations are also large enough to make them under-
standable.
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The book is divided into five main sections:
' Glossary of Bookbinding Terms which defines all the

commonly used terminology together with several not-
so-common terms;

' Bookbinding's Structural Revolution which illustrates
the evolution of bookbinding and sets out some 19
styles including Coptic, Ethiopian, Greek, Oriental,
Islamic, 15th to 20th styles, etc.;

' Glossary of Binders, Designers and Styles of Decora-
tion rvhich covers those ofthe English, French, Italian,
other European and American styles, ranging from 15th
to the 20th centuries;

' Index of Binders' Identification which sets out the
names and identifying marks placed on the works of the
early bookbinders.

' The remainder of the book covers the sources of the
drawings obtained by the author, bibliography of books
about books and bookbinding, and an index ofalternate
terms.

It is often difficult to find accurate definitions or descriptions
of bookbinding styles especially of rare and antiquarian
books. With the possible exception of John Carter'sABC for
Book Collectors, Etherington and Robert's Bookbinding
and Conservation of Books and some of the other texts
purporting to be thesauruses on the subject, the definitions
ofterms contained in other available texts fall very far short
of that necessary. Nor are these texts well illustrated.

Mrs Greenfield'sABC of B ookbinding will therefore provide
a most useful reference book.

JohnRNewland.
Birchgrove,NSW.

Q OME 26 persons registered forentry
l)to the Bookbinding Competition in
the Arts and Crafts Section of the Syd-
ney Royal Easter Show and that 21 en-
tries were submitted which was a signif-
icant increase to that oflast year.Entries
were again of a high standard with some
being received from Queensland and
Victoria.

The NSW Guild Committee wishes to
express its appreciation to all entrants
for their interest and to congratulate the
prizewinners.
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